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Hello, I’m Bruno Chenesseau, Studio Director – Kitchen & Bath 

EMEA, Kohler Co. [It’s my job to lead design strategy throughout 

Europe, the Middle East, Africa and India and fulfil the Kohler mission 

– creating products that allow our customers to build the best and 

most beautiful bathrooms. Having completed a Master of Arts in 

Industrial Design Cabinetry and Product I started my career with 

Kohler  – as a studio manager for Kitchen and Bath in the Asia 

Pacific.  That was 19 years ago.   This fuelled my passion for 

inventiveness, innovation and originality. This spirit requires another 

key ingredient for success – persistence – great things rarely come 

easily. I live by these values and have continued to practice them 

throughout my 19 years at Kohler. ] It’s a pleasure to be talking to 

you, valued entrants of the second Kohler Young Designer Award in 

New Zealand. 

 

Kohler has a 146-year history of being at the forefront of global 

design and technology and it’s truly exciting to be asking you, the 

emerging creative talent of New Zealand, to come on board and give 

us your insights regarding design and innovation in personal care for 

two distinct community demographics.  The first is families – we are 

looking for your vision for the bathroom that is designed to cater for 

the high traffic and varied needs of a family of adults and children.  



The needs of a young child are quite different to those of a teenager 

and the family bathing space of the future needs to cater for all of 

those needs. 

 

The second demographic is the elderly – specifically those of senior 

years who wish to remain at home, in preference to going into an 

aged care facility. 

 

The first Kohler Young Designer competition inspired and delighted 

us, there were so many entries that showed both creative ingenuity 

and also sophisticated thought processes.  So our expectations are 

high for this, the second competition! 

  

Why New Zealand you may ask!  Well, with a population of less than 

5 million you have a track record of punching above your weight on 

the world stage of creativity.  Names such as Sir Peter Jackson, Keith 

Murray, Trelise Cooper, Jane Campion and David Trubridge 

immediately come to my mind.  So we at Kohler are very excited at 

the prospect of hearing the voices of young, passionate designers 

such as yourselves and allowing some of your insights to influence 

what we do.  

 

This award – or competition – is aimed at enticing you to envisage 

one of these two future bathing spaces and all the needs and 

responsibilities they will be required to meet.  Sustainability and 

technology are two immediate considerations – and beauty is 

definitely another.  But we at Kohler – and there are 30,000 of us 



worldwide – never believe that these goals should come at the cost of 

quality or durability.   

 

One of our commitments is to achieve nett zero carbon emissions by 

2035. Unfortunately the reality is that consumers don’t really care 

about the responsible manufacture of products so it falls to us, the 

designers, to take up this responsibility.  It’s our duty to do this 

because it is integral to the process of good design.  Kohler 

constantly strives to reach new levels of excellence and fulfil our 

mission to improve the level of gracious living for all - so we are keen 

to see what ideas you have – as our designers of the future – in terms 

of the bathroom of the future.   

 

What will it look like?  How will it feel?  How will it perform? 

Will a shower or a toilet or a tap look as it does now? Your design will 

address sustainability, lifestyle trends and technology – but what else 

will it reveal?   

 

The role of a designer is complex – our role is to embolden our 

customers to feel they are giving themselves something timeless, 

something that has a future and something that will inspire them for a 

longer period of time.  We need to share or pinpoint what we believe 

is going to be important and interesting, not just in the short term but 

in the longer term.  The global nature of this concept is really exciting 

and we would like you to look on your entry as something that has 

been stimulated by a global culture.  There is a rich playground out 

there for creative expression! 



 

Our products remain in a customer’s home for 10, 15, 20 years so 

that in itself forms a vital part of the brief.  We have to include, but 

also move beyond the stylish aspect of a bathroom.  We constantly 

need to ask ourselves the meaning of the product.  What does it take 

to make it meaningful and valuable? 

 

Your complete bathroom design should remain true to our founding 

vision of staying on the leading edge of ideas, craftsmanship and 

technology.  It should also give us a unique insight into your take on 

lifestyles of the future that will be moulded and influenced by the most 

advanced technology. And while we are asking for a complete 

bathroom, feel free to zoom in on a particular item – such as a basin, 

bath or tap – and give us more detail.   

 

We are looking forward to being excited, inspired and impressed by 

your vision and your designs.  And as the judge of this award, I am 

truly looking forward to seeing your ideas.  After last year’s entries, I 

am convinced it is going to be a difficult choice! 

 

 

 

 

 


